Community Tools as a platform for bringing relevant open data to your community by unknown
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Work together for better neighbourhood
•Local municipalities





• Interest based communities
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• Old Town Society
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News
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Files and galleries
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Places and local services
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Groups
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Members
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• City of  Viljandi
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Problems
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Ideas
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http://minu.viljandi.ee 
Member’s content
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Unique
•Various tools integrated into 
one solution
•Packaged software
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Community 
Tools 2 
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Community Tools 2 
Dev status and plans
• New user interface




• Cooperation with Transition Towns 
and Community Forge
• Released May 2012
• Building Open Data aggregator 
and plugins for city government 
and state datasets Community Tools
Kogukonna Tööriistad
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• www.communitytools.info 
Thank you!
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